A zest for life, a thirst for adventure. Flair captures it all and more. A seamless ride courtesy of its Workhorse® Ford* chassis and Power Platform® are just the start. A redesigned front and rear cap, new dashboard with increased passenger side legroom and ergonomic console emphasize comfort and style. Hungry for more? Look no further than your spacious galley, flanked by windows, stocked with appliances, steeped in storage space and equipped with new additions: towel holder, trash receptacle, wire baskets in pantry and dinette bins with slide-out storage. Galley features laminate coutertops with Corian® edge, vinyl flooring and copper-accented cabinetry and accessories. *Ford chassis is optional
A NATURAL BEAUTY... FLAIR
Sweet dreams of big adventures are guaranteed when you sink into Flair’s queen-size Restonic® innerspring mattress. Slumber in residential style with luxurious details such as copper-accented incandescent lighting and color complementary bedspread. Prefer a little entertainment before turning in? Catch up on your favorite shows on the 20” Panasonic® TV* without ever leaving the comfort of bed. No cabin fever here! The rear slide-out extends the bedroom an additional 30” **. Strategically incorporated storage options abound—mirrored wardrobe with clothes rail, spacious dresser, nightstand space and overhead cabinets. What’s the point of an adventure if you can’t tell the tale? Flair’s built-in vanity/desk makes it easy to share adventures from the road with family and friends.

* Panasonic 20” TV is optional
** on select models
No paying lip service to style here. The name says it all and with Flair you get options. Select from three different interior decors. Savor the soothing blues of Sweet Bluette, relish the earthy greens of Heritage Olive or enjoy the striking browns of Asian Jute, all featuring complementary oak cabinetry. Whether modern, traditional or exotic, Flair takes your sense of style to a whole new level.
RV OWNERCARE is a limited one-year/three-year or 15,000 mile warranty, whichever occurs first, and it is fully transferable for the first 12 months. RV OWNERCARE is one of the RV industry’s most comprehensive programs and includes systems and appliances, components, and construction, with no deductible and no service charge. RV OWNERCARE coverage is provided from a company that will be around in the future to service your needs. See your nearest Fleetwood dealer for a full explanation of benefits and restrictions.

Your Local Fleetwood RV Dealer is:

Visit our website to find a dealer near you or learn more about other Fleetwood products: www.fleetwoodrv.com or call 1-800-444-4905.
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"Size, Service, Quality and Value. Together they equate to the very best RV you can buy."

THE FACTS BEHIND OUR MOTOR HOMES

Fleetwood uses automotive style bonding for all windshields. Most competitors still use old rubber gaskets.

Fleetwood uses 100% electric slide-outs. Some competitors still use high maintenance hydraulic systems.

Fleetwood Vacu-Bonds® all sidewalls, ceilings and floors. Some competitors only vacuum laminate on more expensive models.

Fleetwood uses either all aluminum or steel construction for floors, sidewalls and ceiling structural framing. Some competitors still use wood.

A. Steel I-beams are welded the length of the chassis for enormous weight-bearing ability.

B. Water tanks run horizontally down the center of the frame for balance.

C. Beefy steel outriggers firmly cradle all exterior compartments.

*Drawings are for illustrative purpose only to highlight aspects of Motor Home construction. Actual motor home design depends on model and is subject to change.